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Applications cannot be validated until all the necessary documentation has been submitted and the required fee has been paid.

Thank you for completing this application form:

ONLINE REFERENCE 100609039-005

The online reference is the unique reference for your online form only. The  Planning Authority will allocate an Application Number when
your form is validated. Please quote this reference if you need to contact the planning Authority about this application.

Applicant or Agent Details
Are you an applicant or an agent? * (An agent is an architect, consultant or someone else acting

on behalf of the applicant in connection with this application)  Applicant  Agent

Agent Details
Please enter Agent details

Company/Organisation:

Ref. Number: You must enter a Building Name or Number, or both: *

First Name: * Building Name:

Last Name: *  Building Number:

Address 1
Telephone Number: * (Street): *

Extension Number: Address 2:

Mobile Number: Town/City: *

Fax Number: Country: *

Postcode: *

Email Address: *

Is the applicant an individual or an organisation/corporate entity? *

 Individual  Organisation/Corporate entity

Gilberts

Douglas

Thomson

Grassmarket

39

EH1 2HS

Scotland

Edinburgh
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3.0 Appendix A.

Planning Consent for change of use from commercial to residential use.
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3.0 Appendix B.

Support Statement from the applicants to agenda in support of review.

6 Stafford Street July 27th, 2023

Dear Dougie

As you know, Philip and I were really disappointed with Edinburgh Council's decision to refuse our planning
application. We feel we should appeal and suggest we ask them to reconsider on the following basis. 1.

Residential Use – In practical terms we have not reduced the stock of residential dwellings. CEC have not given
sufficient consideration to the history of the building and have relied upon the 2013 change of use from business
to residential in making their decision. The house has not been a permanent residence since the 1950’s when it
was sold to the Ancient Order of Foresters and converted to office space. In 2013, the building was still bring
marketed as office space when the owners applied for planning permission to convert it to residential prior to
selling. Its our understanding that at this time there was no distinction between residential use by the owner
(either main home or second home) and residential use as a short term let. In point of fact after conversion to
residential use the building has never been used as a permanent dwelling. In these circumstances it is
disingenuous to say that we are removing a building from the stock of residential space, rather we are using a
converted office as a second home and short term let. We have always been very open with CEC about our
actions and intentions in terms of applying for business valuation etc. It is worth reiterating that if we had needed
to apply for a change of use, and this has never been indicated to us, we would have done so at the same time as
being reassessed on business rates.

2. Residential. The house as currently configured is not suitable as a modern dwelling CEC have not given
sufficient consideration to the layout of the house and how this may impact on long term occupancy. Housing
standards have changed markedly since the ground floor and basement area were split off from the residential
area (around 1900). Today, the second bedroom in the attic, while it is suitable for a stay of a few nights, is not
big enough to accommodate wardrobes and similar storage on a long term basis. Similarly, the kitchen is too
small for permanent occupancy although it is fine for guests staying for a few nights as their comments attest.
Furthermore, these points would have been obvious to the CEC planners when they approved the 2015 change of
use.

3. Flatted. The house is a town house not a flatted residence The house is described as a ‘flatted residence’. We
do not agree with this term as it might imply the house is an apartment in a tenement. It is not. The house is a
town house where part of the ground floor and basement were separated in Victorian times to accommodate a
shop space. This is important as CEC have stated repeatedly their intention to refuse planning permission in
tenements (flatted) properties therefore we would like the distinction to be clear

4. Unfair and untransparent planning process We understand that the original drive behind the licencing scheme
for short term lets was to ensure the health and safety of local communities. We completely agree. Poorly
managed properties that contribute only increased waste and rising antisocial behaviour should be sifted out of
the market. It is in everyone’s interest to have a varied offering to suit different budgets but with similar and
agreed minimum standards. We felt we had complied with this when we took our first steps in the planning (and
subsequent licensing) process. CEC published details of criteria that applicants for retrospective planning had to
meet (no shared entrances, no complaints or antisocial behaviour etc) and we were pleased that the planners
confirmed we complied with all of these criteria. But our application was rejected on the basis that the value of
removing a residential property was not compensated by the property becoming a short term let. The definition
of what is meant by value is unclear however, it is fair to say that on this basis, there is absolutely no way any
such application could ever succeed. We feel that CEC have not acted in a fair, open and transparent manner in
this. We feel angry that CEC did not provide sufficient information for us, as applicants, to weigh up our chances
of success before committing significant time and money in making our planning application.
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Background Although it’s original purpose, and indeed for many years after, was residential, it was last occupied
as a dwelling in the 1950’s. Around 1900 the then owner, James Diston, converted part of the ground floor and
basement to accommodate his butchers shop. This was still regarded as one property until around 1930 [to be
checked] when the shop premises were sold separately. The shop and basement gave been occupied by retail
businesses ever since. The main part of the house also changed its use in the 1950’s to commercial and has been
used for many different purposes and, as far as we know, had a number of owners. In 2015, the then owners,
applied for planning permission to return the property to residential use. They had unsuccessfully marketed the
property as office space and, presumably, in a bid to maximise their investment, saw an opportunity to convert
the house back to residential. The burgeoning short term let market would not have escaped their notice and the
subsequent planning amendments, lay out and fit out of the property would support this being the case. The
property was sold in 2015 and marketed as a short-term let. We purchased the property in August 2016 and
started to trade as a short term let soon after.

We have invested time, effort and funds to ensure the property is in excellent condition and offers guests a
unique experience of staying in the WHS of Georgian Edinburgh. A brief glance at the comments left by our
guests show that our efforts are very much appreciated, also evidenced by the repeat customers. We are in the
process of upgrading the property in terms of energy efficiency, currently on hold while the house’s future use,
and income, is decided.

We are good neighbours. Our guests are quiet (indeed lots comment on how remarkably quiet Stafford Street is
despite being close to the city centre) and well behaved, we have never received any complaints about them.

Our management team ensures that the property is clean and well kept, removing and disposing of waste
appropriately.

We suggest to our guests they use local businesses, explore some of the lesser known aspects of Edinburgh,
effectively helping to spread the tourist footprint (and dollar) across the City. In addition, we use local tradesmen.
It is an important point that the wealth brought into the area through letting our property, remains within the
area, helping to support other small and medium sized businesses. This is an essential element of Community
Wealth Building, a concept we support and much favoured in Scottish Government and other local government
policies. The alternative scenario of guests using national and multi-national businesses for their accommodation
will mean that communities such as those in Edinburgh’s West End, who are most directly affected by tourism,
will receive little or no benefit. Pain, and no gain. O

ur apologies that this message has become much longer than we had anticipated. I hope you can see that this is
due to how strongly we feel about what is a very unfair, unbalanced approach to providing adequate, responsible
and sustainable choice for tourists in Edinburgh.

Regards Hilary and Philip Smith


